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Summary

Introduction

The increasing prevalence of antibiotic resistance is a global threat to human health,
rendering otherwise treatable diseases potentially life-threatening. An estimated
25,000 lives were lost as a result of infections caused by one of the five main
antibiotic resistant bacteria in the European Union in 2007, with a total extra
health care cost and productivity loss of 1.5 billion Euro each year (ECDC &
EMEA, 2009). This trend is accentuated by the fact that no new antibiotics are
being developed, making the outlook for the future even worse. This emergency
prompted the World Health Organisation (WHO) to declare antibiotic resistance
as one of the three major threats to human health.Antibiotic resistance forms
a threat to the population of hospitalised patients in particular, who rely on
antibiotics to prevent and treat possible infections they become susceptible to
due to the treatment they receive. The frequent use of antibiotics among these
patients gives the resistant bacteria a selective advantage, making resistant bacteria
more prevalent in hospitals compared to the general population. Although not
strictly bound to health care institutions, resistance among opportunistic bacterial
pathogens is more frequently associated with hospitals and health care. The extra
effort to prevent and control the spread of resistant bacteria, as well as other
pathogens of nosocomial importance, rests on the shoulders of hospitals who are
competing in an increasingly deregulated market. In this market, the incidence
of infections with typical antibiotic resistant bacteria is often used as a hospital
performance indicator.

However, the use of incidence as a performance indicator implicitly assumes
that hospitals are independently in control of the occurrence of the pathogen. This
ignores potential differences in the number of cases imported through admitted
patients. Many patients are admitted to more than one hospital during their health
care career, often because they are referred for advanced treatment elsewhere.
These patients can then carry hospital-associated pathogens from one hospital to
the next. Hospitals thus become epidemiologically connected by the patients who
are shared, resulting in a nation-wide network of hospitals when all patient referrals
are considered. This thesis focuses on these nation-wide hospital networks and
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specifically on the impact of these networks on the dispersal of hospital-associated
pathogens.

Results

Chapter 2 is the basis of the network study, it describes the movement of patients
between Dutch hospitals. The patient referral patterns have a pronounced effect on
the dispersal of hospital-associated pathogens, and the ’infectious relative indegree’
(IRI) is the important metric in this respect. IRI measures the fraction of potentially
colonised patients among all admitted patients. Hospitals with a high IRI are
therefore at higher risk of encountering the pathogen and are expected to show
higher prevalence. The high IRI of university and teaching hospitals thus makes
them ideal candidates for extra investment in infection control.

The effect of the patient referral network’s structure on the dispersal of hospital-
associated pathogens is not completely theoretical, as we show in chapter 3: model
predictions based on the observed patient movements through a national hospital
referral network largely coincided with the reported incidence of MRSA bacteraemia
in English hospitals. MRSA bacteraemia rates are not solely dependent on the
hospital’s IRI, but also affected by the rates in hospitals of the same health
care collective. These health care collectives consist of hospitals that exchange
more patients with each other than with other hospitals in the patient referral
network, and a high prevalence in one of these hospitals would thus results in more
introductions in the other hospitals.

The structure of the patient referral network can be used to mitigate the
dispersal of hospital-associated pathogens without direct infection control efforts.
In chapter 4 we show that this can be done by keeping patients within the naturally
evolved health care collectives, requiring only a relatively small fraction of patients
to be redirected. Along the same line, the dispersal will ultimately accelerate, if
the national health care utilisation structure is altered by creating supra-regional
specialist centres, which are –as a matter of fact– planned for the Netherlands.

Apart from trying to change the patient referral patterns as a means of mitigating
the national dispersal of hospital-associated pathogens, the structure of the patient
referral network can be used to inform a strategy for setting up sentinel surveillance
in hospitals as an early warning system for emerging hospital-associated pathogens.
We show in chapter 5 that some hospitals have a high probability of encountering
new infections early in an epidemic, because of their inherent position in the patient
referral network, making them ideal candidates for sentinel surveillance.

When evaluating the spread of hospital-associated pathogens, the patient referral
network should be taken into account, because any incident case in one hospital
can very well be part of a larger outbreak, including multiple hospitals. In chapter
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6 we put our observations to the test by applying a new clustering algorithm.
We could assess the dynamic spread of certain clonal lineages of MRSA through
Dutch health care institutions on the bases of data that are routinely collected in
National Reference Laboratories. We could also attribute differential transmission
probabilities to different clones that co-circulate in the patient populations and
assess potential reservoirs of community-acquired MRSA from the frequency of
isolates unrelated to clusters. If the data would have been analysed at the single
hospital level, a large part of the spread would have remained undetected.

Conclusion

The number of therapeutic options to treat bacterial infections will quickly diminish
with the relentless increase of antibiotic resistance. Using the results presented in
this thesis, we can derive a number of feasible action points that will reduce the
risk for a nation-wide dispersal of antibiotic resistant clones of hospital-associated
pathogens. (1) Direct investments in infection control efforts to the hospitals that
are most connected, i.e. central to the national hospital referral networks. (2)
Coordinate infection control efforts regionally. (3) Leave naturally evolved health-
care collectives intact, keeping patients in their own region as often as possible
and refrain from creating supra-regional or national specialist centres. (4) Set up a
sentinel system based on the analysis of patient movements between hospitals to
quickly detect new hospital-associated pathogens or resistance mechanisms. (5)
Identify bacterial clones of public health importance by analysing routinely-available
data at national reference laboratories using molecular and modern mathematical
modelling approaches.
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